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In his objects and installations Sudenburg references processes that lead to an augmentation of abstraction and complexity in social relations: from industrial standardization to
digitalization and the virtualization of the rating at the financial market. Sudenburg’s
method consists of reducing meanings, purposes and relations to their basic structure in
order to reveal their representational character. As isolated signs Sudenburg’s works
provoke interpretation, as well as the construction of a relationship between them. This
way the viewer becomes entangled in speculation and associations, which seem to be at once
both absurd and plausible.
In this show, with reference to the several significant anniversaries in German history
this year, the artist applies his methods to our practice of dealing with history and its
permanent transformation in the ever-changing present. In the face of the current financial crisis history seems to be rewriting itself in the eye of the contemporary beholder.
In the courtyard of the gallery the visitor is received by a burning oil drum. In the 80s
this image became iconic of the impoverished ghettos of North American cities. Placed
within the context of the current financial crisis this image conjures visions of a near
future in which the effects of the crisis on society become evident.
The installation No 2nd Thoughts consists of two long rectangular mirrors; one standing
against the wall with “No 2nd Thoughts” spray-painted across it and the other lying on
the floor in front of it. The supine mirror then acts at the same time as a display for
East Coast West Coast, a separate work consisting of two shovels whose red blades are seamlessly welded together at the tip. Through these works, together with the neon writing
¥€$ which is reflected in the alpine mirror, the artist establishes a connection between
the actual financial crisis and the public infrastructure programs designed to mitigate
its effects. 20 years after the collapse of authoritarian communism, a strong state is
called for again: a situation similar to that after the financial crash of 1929 which,
in the case of Germany, led to the dictatorship that started World War II. In this context,
East Coast West Coast may also refer to the east-west division following World War II.
The foundation of the two German states 60 years ago established a certain balance between freedom and authoritarianism. The two shovels could be construed as reflecting this
fragile balance by which the process of liberalization
BLACK HOLE: Black Hole is a digital drawing, framed and mounted on the front wall of the gallery. Black Hole works as a counterpart to any association, interpretation or relationship
within the exhibition. In the contextualisation of everything with everything, it pictures
the “point of no return”, where nothing makes sense anymore. The explosion of meaning in the
other works is juxtaposed with the implosion of meaning under its own weight in this work.

Display
2008 | Object (MDF, Mirror, Plexiglass) | 19x40x40” | 49x101x101

cn

A low showcase is installed at the entrance of the exhibition space. The title of Display emphasizes the purpose
of the showcase and raises the question of how a certain
topic needs to be shaped in order to be displayed. The
rectangular forms in the showcase relate to the handshredded files of the Stasi (the East German secret service). At the artist’s birth place of Magdeburg in the
former GDR, these files are now reconstructed digitally
along the crack lines. In the context of the 60th Anniversary of the foundation of both the GDR (East Germany)
and FRG (West Germany) in 2009 this work reflects upon
our practice of dealing with history.
At the same time this work creates awareness of the
difference between analogue and digital provision of
information. The alleged historical truth is contrasted
with a truth created from Google-hits in the digital age.

The Crack no. 01/03/05/06-10
2009 | Multiple | 26x32x02

cm

| 10x13x0,8”

The Cracks are frames whose glass has been broken and glued together again by the artist, then photographed and put
under the same glass. In this work coincidence happens with absolute necessity. The same method leads to completely
different and unforeseen results. In this purely formal causality the cracks correspond with the idea behind IF and THEN.

YES | NEW MARKETS AND OLD HABITS
2008/9 | NeonLight | 7,5x14x1,5” | 19x35x04

cm
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no 2nd thoughts | EAST-coast / West-coast
2009 | Installation (Mtrror,

aluminium-Frame, shovels, aerosol)

| 90x90x38“ | 228x228x97

cm

If / Then
2009 | Light-boxes | 48,5x36x5,5” | 123x91x14

cm

The two light-boxes labelled with “IF” and “THEN” represent the basic elements of every causal connection.
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Blackhole

Opening Hours: Tuesday - Friday 2 – 6 pm
2008 | C-Print | 200x144x05
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